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i'm not here to bore you with the history of the tiberium wars; that's
covered elsewhere. no, i'm here to talk about why you should actually
play this game. it's a game in which you can kill 50,000 troops in one
turn, order an entire battalion of tanks to rush headlong into an enemy
army, and blow up a whole section of the city with a tactical nuclear
bomb. and it's also a game in which you're given a few maps to use
and an ai that is more than happy to let you wipe it all out with a few
well-placed mines. it's a game that is, and always has been, full of
tactical options and in which you can play as the three major factions
(gdi, nod and the scrin), which have distinct strengths and
weaknesses. you can play the campaigns in any order you want,
switching back and forth as you work through the various missions.
and, since the maps are so varied in style and are so easy to pick up
and play, it's the perfect game for anyone with a few hours to spare. i
guess i'm one of the few people on this planet who are not surprised
that electronic arts is in the middle of releasing command & conquer
3: tiberium wars. a year ago, electronic arts bought the rights to the
command & conquer series and on the same day announced the
release of command & conquer 3: kane's wrath, it announced that
they were going to be releasing a new command & conquer game next
year. so, now we know that the next title is going to be command &
conquer 3: tiberium wars. the question is, will the command & conquer
series return to the glory days? the answer to that question is going to
be "yes". in fact, it's going to be a little bit more than that. in fact, this
is going to be a game that is based on the original command &
conquer, a game that was never supposed to be released
commercially. this is going to be a game that is based on the classic
command & conquer games, and it's going to be developed by the
original command & conquer team. so, this is going to be a game that
will feature three new factions, three new maps and the return of the
classic characters from the original command & conquer.
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the kane's wrath campaign begins in 2047. kane, the leader of the
brotherhood of nod, has returned to earth. gdi has been embroiled in a

long and violent conflict with the brotherhood of nod, a nod offshoot
group that attempted to take over the world. gdi has now retreated to

the blue zones, which are the last remaining pockets of the world
where people can still survive. commander shepard must travel into
the tiberium wastelands to find out what is going on. the multiplayer

mode of the game was released on february 27, 2006. the multiplayer
mode can be played by one, two or three players. the player can
choose between four available factions; the gdi, nod, sss and the

brotherhood of nod. multiplayer is played as a standard rts, with an
emphasis on the command & conquer series' famous destructible

environments. the base game of command & conquer 3 features 15
single-player missions, which are split into two types - offensive and
defensive. the offensive missions, in which the player is a military

general tasked with protecting his or her base, are usually more story-
driven, with the player directly commanding units in battle. while the
defensive missions are a bit more objective oriented, requiring the

player to protect a base and prevent all units from being lost. it is also
possible to play the game with bots, who play their part with a similar

ai to the player. the six multiplayer maps featured in command &
conquer 3 are designed to be played with 8 players, and are further

split into four teams of two. the four team modes included are 'attack
and defend', 'attack and hold', 'pursuit', and 'assault and secure'.
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